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About This Game

this is a 2D action game. In transparent mode, you can watch video on the side of playing games, don't you want to try it?

[Game introduction]

 Your strength may be very weak, but your wisdom makes you powerful.

No complex operation, only running and jumping; no dazzling items, only simple and pure gaming experience.

In the transparent mode, you can play games while watching video, to see whether the game is more attractive or the
video is more attractive to you.

[Game features]

An abstract and unique style of painting

A tight and smooth operation experience

There is no a large number of achievements, but every achievement is the embodiment of your operation(only 4
achievements)
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Although it looks like a simple puzzle game, don't believe your first impression
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Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
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森林纵火犯
Publisher:
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English,Simplified Chinese
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Great game! Very old school; it really took me back. I was really surprised of how long the game actually was, you should
definitely try it out ! Can't wait to start the second game of the trilogy.. Really nice balanced tower defence game.
With every game you gain special rewards (anchors) that you can use to permanently upgrage your towers.

Only what could this game be missing is anime girls maybe.... Math....you gotta love it..... I wasn't sure about this game. I
thought it may be very slow, basic and simple. How wrong was I.

Basically, this is a game in which you are trying to get the ball to one side of the 'field' to the other, while your opponent is
trying to stop you and get the ball to the opposite side. Sounds simple enough. The way you do this is quite unique. The game is
split into turns. Every turn, you tell your robots (which look stunning, just like the rest of the game) to run or throw the ball.
Your opponent does the same. When both are finished, you hit the 'play' button and see what happens. This is a great way to
structure a game. Personally, I am a big fan of having a more chilled out, relaxed approach to the game.
But there is more to the game.
When it comes down to it, this is a strategy game. You need to work out where you think your opponent will move, try to
intercept their throws, tackle them, and just generally get in their way. There is an extrordinary depth to the game, and is very
easy to spend hours at a time trying to fine tune your tactic.

There is only one very small issue I have with this game, and that is that even when you are playing against the computer, you
have to wait for it to complete its turn. I don't know whether this is just to make the game seem like you are actually playing
against another person or what, but I personally would prefer to not to have to wait. I want to see what happens next!

It is a game which is very easy to get into, but very hard to master.

A sports game on the surface, a strategy game at heart, an overall package that is, for me, very hard to beat. There is nothing
like it, in a very good way.. Good game, nice and simple puzzler. Easy to learn the mechanics, later levels get pretty difficult..
smash that like button. This is very much a first-impression review. The game just couldn't get me interested for longer.

It's a slow-paced and rather boring puzzle game, gating a slow-paced and rather boring storyline.

I am also not a fan of some of the art design. The pond, where you'll spend most of your time, just isn't easy on the eyes. Nor
are the kimono with shifting patterns that many characters wear.
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I got this for my wife. She loves any games where you have to solve puzzles. This sounded like the game for her, but she really
did not like it. This game is basically a dumbed down version of Clue. She thought it was boring, not challenging, and made her
motion sick due to the first person view. She said the first person wouldn't have been an issue except that anytime the player
moves from one room to the other the transitions are unneccesarily long and the turns are fast. In fact, my wife had only "found"
about 1\/2 the items\/people, when she was so sick that she just guessed at the person\/place\/weapon to end the game. And she
guessed it right! My wife said even though it was only a couple of bucks, it was a waste of time and money. I wouldn't get this if
I were you.. Simple and engaging, well worth the price, I'd say. There are a couple of bugs - seems to crash on exit instead of
exiting properly, which is fairly minor. Also a fairly serious one with buying upgrades - I was on day 20 or so and had enough
money for the $450 stand upgrade, and when I bought it, I went from around $500 to -$2000. Sooo...that was a game ender,
right there - couldn't buy new supplies or anything on future days. I noticed it would let you purchase to a negative, for some
upgrades, but it was always fairly minor - ending at -20 or so - but this had to have been a bug.
Still, fun enough for a couple of bucks. A couple of minor nitpicks - the bleep sound for selling a latte is really shrill. And
though pixel art, it looks like it only has 4-5 pixels. It's pretty hard to tell what's going on during a sale day, which doesn't matter
a ton, since it's just the same resources each day, really.. This game is absolutely adorable. I know I'm going to be screaming,
"♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t," "What the ♥♥♥♥?!", and "You've got to be ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ me," in time, but for now, it is just a lovable pug
flying through life with his little cape on. You go, pug.. DO NOT BUY THIS!! its not in the game anymore, robbing *******
!!!!!. Cool armour sets, they look great and have alright base stats as well. Not sure if they will do for end game or not when
fully upgraded as still new to the game.

Would recomend to show support so we get more great games like this on steam.

. The worst game to hit Steam Early Access since Earth 2066. Don't expect much in terms of further development, I'll let the
developer himself explain his position on this game:

"I just want to get rid off this sh**y game, don\u2019t want to turn this into a never ending slavery to a project I don\u2019t
even enjoy working on. I want it to end."

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=ouikdvB-6uM&feature=youtu.be
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